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COMPLETION OF NORMS FOR C(X, Q)

EDITH H. LUCHINS

Abstract. Let C(X, Q) denote the algebra of all continuous

quaternion-valued functions vanishing at infinity on a locally com-

pact Hausdorff space X. Under the natural norm (the sup norm)

and under the spectral radius norm, r(J), which is equivalent to the

sup norm, C(X, Q) is a Banach algebra. Let &(f) be any multiplica-

tive norm for C(X, Q); i.e., one under which it is a normed algebra.

It is shown that S(f), whether or not it is complete, majorizes the

natural norm and r(f). Under certain conditions on the radical of

the completion of 5(f), S(f) is equivalent to the natural norm and

r(f).

Let B be a real Banach algebra. Let H(B, Q) denote the set of

algebraic homomorphisms of B into the quaternions, with the weak

topology introduced in H. Denote the zero homomorphism by 7r0 and

the image of xEB under wEH by x(îr). B is called normal if for every

two closed disjoint sets F, C in H, with 7r0(£C, there exists an xEB

such that x(ir) =0 for all ttEF and x(ir) = 1 for all ttEC. B is called

regular if for every closed set F in H and for every w' E\H— F, ir' j*7r0,

there exists an xEB such that x(7r) = 0 for all irE Fand x(ir') p^O.

Let sB(x) denote the spectrum of x in B and let rB(x) denote the

spectral radius of x in B.

An algebra is said to satisfy Property M ii each of its modular maxi-

mal right ideals is two-sided. An algebra is said to be strictly semi-

simple [S] if the intersection of its modular maximal right ideals

which are two-sided is zero.

Lemma. Let B be a Banach algebra which has an identity and satisfies

Property M. Then B is normal if and only if B is regular.

Theorem 1. Let B be a strictly semisimple normal Banach algebra

that is algebraically embedded in a second Banach algebra B'. If B satis-

fies Property M, then every member of H(B, Q) can be extended to a

member of H (B', Q) and for every xEB, Sb(x) =Sb'(x) andrB(x) = rB>(x).

Theorem 2. Let B be a strictly semisimple normal Banach algebra

that satisfies Property M. Let b(x) be any multiplicative norm  (not
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necessarily complete) for B. Let B' denote the completion under the norm

8(x). Then for every xEB, sb(x) =SB>(x),rB(x) = rB-(x),andrB(x) gô(x).

Theorems 1 and 2 can be established by an adaptation of the proofs

in the commutative case [4], [lO]. Note that rB>(x)^o(x) and since

rB (x) = rB. (x) ,rB(x)^8(x).

Corollary. ForfEC(X, Q), r(J)go(J) and sup|/| gí(/).

Cf. Olubummo [7] for another proof of the minimal norm property

of the sup norm which uses a result of Rickart [9], [lO]. Our corol-

lary is an analogue of Kaplansky's result concerning the minimal

character of the natural norm for C(X), with the quaternions replaced

by the reals or complexes [3, Theorem 6.2]. Kaplansky goes on to

show (Theorem 6.3) that any multiplicative norm for C(X) in which

the completion is semisimple is equivalent to the natural norm. Our

remaining theorems are noncommutative analogues.

Theorem 3. o(f) is equivalent to the natural norm if the completion of

C(X, Q) under 8(f) has any one of the following properties:

(a) It is strictly semisimple.

(b) It is strongly semisimple.

(c) Zero is the only topologically nilpotent element.

Proof, (a) A strictly semisimple Banach algebra has the property

that any (algebraic) homomorphism into it is continuous [6].

(b) Yood [12, Theorem 3.5] has shown that any homomorphism

onto a dense subset of a strongly semisimple Banach algebra is

continuous.

(c)1 Let B' denote the completion of C(X, Q) under h(f). If zero

is the only topologically nilpotent element of B', then any subalgebra

of it is semisimple [8]. Johnson [2] has established the uniqueness of

norm property for a semisimple Banach algebra. But a homomor-

phism onto a semisimple Banach algebra with a unique norm is

continuous [8].

An appeal to the preceding corollary completes the proof since

b(f)^r(f) and by the corollary r(/)gS(/) and sup|/| £$(/)•

Theorem 4, S(/) is equivalent to the natural norm if the following

conditions hold :

(a) The completion is semisimple.

(b) r(fn)->r(f) when S(/„-/)->0 as«-^».

-;

1 This proof for part (c) was suggested by Carolyn Podest Klimek.
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Proof. Let B' denote the completion. Under the hypotheses it can

be shown that

rB.(f + g)úrB,(f)+rB,(g),

rB>(fg) ^ rB,(j)rB,(g).

This can be used to show that the set N of topologically nilpotent

elements in B' is a two-sided ideal in B'. [Suppose/GN. Then for any

gEB' and any real scalar a, ag = gxEB' so that, from (c), rB<(fgx)

^rB,(f)rB,(gx)=0 since rB>(f)=0. Therefore fgx=fag = afg£N. If

/, gEN, then, from (c), rB.(f+g) ^rB,(f)+rB,(g) =0 so f+gEN.}
Thus A is a left and similarly a right ideal in B'. Since it is a topo-

logically nilpotent ideal, it is contained in the Jacobson radical. By

hypothesis B' is semisimple and therefore N—(Q). Now one can ap-

peal to the previous theorem. Or one can show that rB>(f) on B' satis-

fies the condition that there exists a function on B' which is a non-

negative subadditive function that vanishes only for 0 and is major-

ized by rB>(f); this ensures continuity of homomorphisms into B'

(Yood, [11]).

It would be desirable to delete condition (b) in Theorem 4.
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